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9 - Pumps  -  Rule  Bilge  Automatic

  NEW
MODEL

"Rule-Mate"  Automatic  Bilge  Pumps

Rule-Mate  1500  &  2000  GPH  Heavy Duty Pumps
These NEW model heavy duty fully automatic pumps have all the 
features of the Rule-Mate pumps detailed on the previous page - 
with the addition of very heavy duty Rule commercial motors.  
These new models now also incorporate threaded discharge ports 
for ease of installation and a single touch test button feature.
They are supplied with 2 x straight threaded outlet ports - 1 x straight 
to suit 25mm (1") hose & 1 x straight to suit 28mm (1 1/8") hose.
Both pumps have a base footprint size of 150 x 100mm
Total overall dimensions inc. outlet : 225mm L x 106mm W x 152mm H
These pumps have the 3rd wire feature detailed on previous page and 
use the control panels shown on previous page to allow them to run 
with manual over-ride operation if desired.
Available in 12 volt & 24 volt (2000 only).  3 year limited warranty.

A Fully automatic all-in-one submersible bilge pump systems
A NEW model incorporates single touch pump check button
A NEW model includes threaded discharge ports - 2 hose sizes

RWB1391 1500 GPH  94 LPM    12 volt 4.8 amp
RWB1392 2000 GPH  126 LPM  12 volt 8.4 amp
RWB1392B 2000 GPH  126 LPM  24 volt 4 amp
SP563 Replacement snap-on strainer base
RWB5182 Spare hose barb straight 28mm
RWB5184 Spare hose barb straight 25mm
RWB5183 Optional hose barb 90 degree 28mm

Rule brings the computer age to your boat's bilge!!
These fully automatic pumps differ from the Rule-Mate automatic pumps
in that they automatically check for water every 2 1/2 minutes.
This feature is very handy - however if you leave the boat unattended on 
a mooring it may run down the battery over time, if you don't have solar 
panels or a wind generator Etc to constantly charge the battery.
The automatic operation works by checking for resistance or drag on the 
impeller which senses if water is present.
These automatic pumps are ideal for ski boats where float switches are 
not viable for automatic operation due to pounding.

3 year limited warranty.
2 models are available - 500GPG or 1100GPH - both are 12 volt DC only

A	Automatic pumping without the need for an external float switch
A	Automatically checks the bilge for water every few minutes - if 
 water is present the pump will continue to operate until the water 
 is pumped out - when it will then automatically shut itself off
A If no water is detected the pump will wait 2 1/2 minutes before 
 testing for water presence again
A A 3rd wire allows for manual over-ride using a Rule switch panel 
 (see previous page - RWB23 or RWB107  12volt panels)
 or it can activate an alarm or indicator lamp if desired
A The automatic pump is in one complete water sealed housing
A 12 volt DC only - Cannot be run through 240v to 12v transformers
A Ideal for ski boats where float switches are not viable due to pounding

RWB2 500 GPH  31 LPM automatic.  12 volt DC 1.9 amp.  
    Compact size : 102 x 61mm.  Suits 20mm (3/4") hose
RWB5187 1100 GPH 69 LPM automatic.  12 volt DC 3.3 amp.  
    Compact size : 114 x 61mm.  Suits 28mm (1 1/8") hose

Rule  Automatic  Computerised  Bilge  Pumps


